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A GENTLEMANS ROSE (Owned & Exhibited by: Katie Den Dulk)
Youth Tobiano Color

A LIL PARTY REQUIRED (Owned & Exhibited by: Helena Cary)
Youth Overo Color

A NITE TO REMEMBER (Owned & Exhibited by: Faren Anderson)
Solid Amateur Western

A REAL COUNTRY BOY (Owned by: Michael & Jill Koch)
Open English Pleasure Stock Type Horse

AA INAXANATY (Owned by: Julie Lemon)
Open Halter Saddle Type Mare Horse

AKON (Owned & Exhibited by: Annabelle Tufto)
Youth Halter Pony

ALL THE RIGHT MOVES (Owned & Exhibited by: Gerry Lancaster)
Amateur Hunter Hack

ALOTTA VESTED PINE (Owned by: Mary Hall)
Junior Youth Trail Horse (Exhibited by: Lauren Hall)

ANOTHER LUCKY NIGHT (Owned by: Heather Nelson)
Open Trail In Hand Miniature
Open Obstacle Driving Miniature
Open Pleasure Driving Miniature
Open Ideal Pinto Driving Miniature
Open Disciplined Rail Driving Miniature
Open Hunter Over Fences In Hand Miniature
Youth Halter Miniature (Exhibited by: Autumn Nelson)
Youth Obstacle Driving (Exhibited by: Autumn Nelson)
Youth Jumping In Hand (Exhibited by: Autumn Nelson)

AVS GAMBLER MAXED OUT (Owned & Exhibited by: Tara Venable)
Open Overo Color B-Miniature
Open Trail In Hand B-Miniature
Open Halter Gelding B-Miniature
Open Disciplined Rail Driving B-Miniature
Amateur Ideal Pinto Driving
Amateur Disciplined Rail Driving
Amateur Hunter Over Fences In Hand
Amateur Reinmanship- Driving Equitation
Amateur Halter Combined Miniature & B-Miniature
Amateur Trail In Hand Combined Miniature & B-Miniature
Amateur English Showmanship Combined Miniature & B-Miniature
Amateur Western Showmanship Combined Miniature & B-Miniature

BIG REPUTATION (Owned by: Kathy Kappell)
Open Halter Saddle Type Stallion Horse
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BLS FAST EDDIE (Owned by: Janet Bowman)
Open Overo Color Pony

BMQ TUXEDO AFFAIR (Owned by: Diana Stewart)
Amateur Tobiano Color (Exhibited by: Hanna Schwartz)
Junior Amateur English Showmanship Horse (Exhibited by: Hanna Schwartz)
Junior Amateur Western Horsemanship Horse (Exhibited by: Hanna Schwartz)
Junior Amateur Western Showmanship Horse (Exhibited by: Hanna Schwartz)

BOX OFFICE SENSATION (Owned by: Sharon Rubin)
Amateur Western Riding (Exhibited by: Serena Rubin)

BUCKEYE WCF CLASSICAL GRACE KELLY (Owned by: Norma Switalski)
Open Halter Pleasure Type Mare Pony

CINNPLY ALLURING (Owned & Exhibited by: Kristin Tucker)
Amateur English Showmanship Pony
Open Obstacle Driving Pony

CIRCUS SIDESHOW (Owned by: Anne Swanson)
Open Ideal Pinto English Saddle Type Horse
Open Western Pleasure Saddle Type Horse
Open Ideal Pinto Western Saddle Type Horse
Open Three Gaited & Park Horse Saddle Type Horse

CNC CAPTAIN BARBOSA (Owned by: Cindy Polley)
Solid Halter Stock Type Stallion Horse

CODYS EASTER LILLY (Owned by: Nancy Smith)
Solid Barrel Racing Horse

COLORFULLY HOT (Owned by: Sarah Kunkle)
Youth Novice Trail- Eng/West (Exhibited by: Sarah Beth Felker)

COOL N CANDID (Owned & Exhibited by: Karly Furnas)
Amateur Bareback Western Horsemanship

COOL RIDE (Owned by: Kimberly Cotter & Cindy Newnam)
Youth Barrel Racing (Exhibited by: Kimberly Cotter)

COOL SOPHISTICATION (Owned & Exhibited by: Celeste Golland)
Youth Hunter Under Saddle
Youth Disciplined Rail English
Youth Disciplined Rail Western
Youth English Pleasure Stock Type
Youth Ideal Pinto English Stock Type
Youth Ideal Pinto Western Stock Type
Senior Youth Western Pleasure Horse
Senior Youth English Showmanship Horse
Senior Youth Western Horsemanship Horse
Senior Youth Western Showmanship Horse
Senior Youth English Equitation Stock Type
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CROSS THE RUBICON (Owned & Exhibited by: Janie Lucas-Schnuck)
Solid Pole Bending Horse
Solid Amateur Gymkhana

DANCIN FOR A LIVING (Owned by: Julie Marweg)
Open Pleasure Driving Horse

DEATH BY CHOCOLATE (Owned by: Stacey Holyoak)
Open Hunter Hack Horse
Open Hunter Over Fences Horse

DEKOURATED DUDE (Owned by: Daniel Davis)
Youth Western Dressage (Exhibited by: Hallie Anders)

DEYOUNGS DUTCHESS OF TAMARACK (Owned by: Julie DeYoung)
Open Halter Hunter Type Mare Pony

DEYOUNGS GOTTA DUSTY PONY (Owned & Exhibited by: Julie DeYoung)
Amateur Halter Stock/Hunter Type Pony

DGS THE ENTERTAINER ( Owned by: Robin DeGraff)
Open Halter Hunter Type Stallion Horse

DIVA N KHMMAND (Owned by: Deborah Hoines)
Solid Halter Pleasure Type Mare Horse

DRIFT IN NEXT TO PHOENIX (Owned by: Jodie Distad)
Solid Keyhole Race Horse

DUN N COUNTRY (Owned & Exhibited by: Carol Timke)
Senior Amateur Trail Horse
Open Ranch Riding Horse

ESH DESIGNS FIRST STARR (Owned by: Sydney Kurtz)
Open Side Saddle Horse

FABBIO (Owned by: Meighan March)
Open Halter Hunter Type Gelding Pony

FDF COLORME AWESOME (Owned & Exhibited by: Rennya Weber)
Amateur Ideal Pinto English Pleasure/Saddle Type

FIFTY SHADES OF FOXY (Owned by: Kimberly Huckaby)
Long Ear Youth Mule Gymkhana (Exhibited by: Ella Huckaby)

FLE SOMETHING TO REMEMBER (Owned & Exhibited by: Kira Stetler)
Open Jumping In Hand Pony
Open Hunter Over Fences In Hand Pony
Amateur English Showmanship Pony

FLEETS SENSATION (Owned by: Katy Morrison)
Open Western Riding Horse
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FLEETS SILVER CHARM (Owned by: Dana Didde)
Amateur Novice Showmanship- Eng/West (Exhibited by: C Susan Hahn)

FOREVER FLATLINE (Owned & Exhibited by: Madeline Rogers)
Amateur Novice Western Pleasure

FULL MOON MOXIE (Owned & Exhibited by: Avery Haywood)
Long Ear Youth Mule Gymkhana

GENTLEMENSIPSWHISKEY (Owned by: Elizabeth Tomecko)
Open Halter Stock Type Stallion Horse

GO BEY BEE GO (Owned & Exhibited by: Angela Nemjo)
Amateur Ideal Pinto Western Pleasure/Saddle Type

GOOD BARS ONLY (Owned by: Maurice Wilkinson)
Open Disciplined Rail Driving Horse

GOTTA LASTING SECRET (Owned by: Heather Taylor)
Solid Youth Halter (Exhibited by: Corbyn Taylor)

GOTTA STAY FANCY (Owned & Exhibited by: Lisa Laske)
Junior Amateur English Equitation Horse
Junior Amateur Western Horsemanship Horse

GRANDE FINALEE CL (Owned by: Melissa Hacker)
Open Ideal Pinto Western Pleasure Type Horse

HERSHEYS NOBLE PRINCE (Owned & Exhibited by: Cassandra Warner)
Amateur Western Showmanship Pony
Amateur Trail In Hand Pony

HH JETALITO GOLD BAR (Owned by: Greg & Eileen Stephens)
Open Halter Stock Type Stallion Pony

HH JETS GOLDEN PRIMROSE (Owned by: Joan Carson)
Open Halter Stock Type Mare Pony

IM COOL WITH THAT (Owned & Exhibited by: Morgan Edwards)
Youth English Equitation Hunter Type

IM FOXY AND I KNOW IT (Owned & Exhibited by: Dana Heath)
Long Ear Amateur Mule English
Long Ear Amateur Mule Western

IM HERE TO STAY (Owned & Exhibited by: Madison Long)
Junior Amateur Trail Horse

IM PURELY SENSATIONAL (Owned & Exhibited by: Janice Wolfe)
Amateur Trail In Hand Stock/Hunter Type Mare Horse
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IM SO INVITED (Owned & Exhibited by: Jane King)
Elite Amateur Trail Horse

IMAGINE THAT TOO (Owned by: James Johnson)
Youth Pole Bending (Exhibited by: Alexis Everett)

IN MY DARKEST HOUR (Owned by: E Terry Strawn)
Open Pleasure Driving Pony
Open Disciplined Rail Driving Pony
Open Halter Saddle Type Mare Pony
Amateur Pleasure Driving (Exhibited by: Jackie Strawn)
Amateur Halter Pleasure/Saddle Type Pony (Exhibited by: Terry Strawn)

INTIMIDATING ROMANCE (Owned & Exhibited by: Regina Woolson)
Open Ideal Pinto English Pleasure Type Horse
Amateur Western Pleasure Pleasure Type

IT WILL BE AL RIGHT (Owned & Exhibited by: Sabrina Anderson)
Solid Youth English

ITS ALL ABOUT SCARLET (Owned by: Paul & Kimberly Garrett)
Youth Novice English Equitation (Exhibited by: Kelsey Dunlap)

ITS TIME TO TANGO (Owned & Exhibited by: Sydney Sidani)
Open Dressage Horse
Youth Dressage

JARDOTS JEWELS CATHERINE (Owned by: Stephen Jardot)
Long Ear Open Donkey Western

JARDOTS JEWELS SARA (Owned by: Robert Polley)
Long Ear Open Donkey Gymkhana

JK DOCS BUGIN ROCKET (Owned by: Keely Seiter)
Solid Western Riding Horse

JORDANS CZAR (Owned by: Morgan Merlini)
Open Halter Stallion B-Miniature

JP TWO (Owned by: Mark Ward)
Long Ear Open Mule Gymkhana

JUS CALL ME HANDSOME (Owned by: Carol Bridges)
Open Overo Color Horse

JUST IN MY ROCKIES (Owned & Exhibited by: Mackenzie Mehaney)
Youth Novice Western Pleasure

JUST LET IT BEE (Owned & Exhibited by: Ashley Enoch-Scott)
Solid Halter Hunter Type Gelding Horse
Solid Amateur English
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**JUSTA EASY OLE LADY** (Owned by: Danielle Witcosky)  
Open Barrel Racing Horse

**KATIE DOLL** (Owned by: Jett Thistle)  
Open Pole Bending Horse  
Open Stake Race Horse

**KISSES BY CANDLELITE** (Owned & Exhibited by: Susan Boyle)  
Amateur Western Dressage

**KRYMSUM ALL THE TIME** (Owned by: Jenny LaGrange)  
Solid Halter Hunter Type Mare Horse

**KRYMSUM LEAGUER** (Owned by: Jenny LaGrange)  
Solid Western Dressage Horse  
Solid Halter Stock Type Gelding Horse

**LADIE BUG** (Owned & Exhibited by: Melissa Kalisnig)  
Amateur English Pleasure Pleasure Type

**LADY GAGAA** (Owned & Exhibited by: Kiley Clark)  
Amateur Show Hack  
Open Side Saddle Horse

**LATE NIGHT INVITE** (Owned & Exhibited by: Dorothy Farrell)  
Open Halter Stock Type Mare Horse  
Amateur Halter Stock/Hunter Type Mare Horse

**LAZYDAYZ R HERE AGIN** (Owned by: Curtis Barnes)  
Solid Disciplined Rail English Horse

**LAZYS HOW WE ROLL** (Owned & Exhibited by: Lauryn Knaggs)  
Youth Halter Mare Horse

**LEGEND AGAIN** (Owned by: Ryan Queen)  
Youth Flag Race (Exhibited by: Blakely Queen)  
Youth Stake Race (Exhibited by: Blakely Queen)

**LIGHTNING KITABARS** (Owned & Exhibited by: Isabelle Sears)  
Solid Youth Gymkhana

**LLR ROYAL BARNEY** (Owned by: Lynne Garrett)  
Open Utility Tobiano Color

**LUCKY FOUR CHIPS KID GALAHAD** (Owned by: Stacy Zerby)  
Open Halter Stallion Miniature

**LVF ELEGANCE BY RHYTHM** (Owned & Exhibited by: Nikole Cozort)  
Long Ear Youth Mule Gymkhana

**LVF GRACE UNDER FIRE** (Owned by: Sherri Pledger)  
Long Ear Open Donkey Halter
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MALCOLM YOUNG (Owned & Exhibited by: Rebecca St Louis)
Amateur Novice English Pleasure

MINI GAITS ENCHANTRESS (Owned & Exhibited by: Kathleen Kaprelian)
Amateur Obstacle Driving
Open Halter Mare Miniature

MIRAGE RAGTIMES THE ENTERTAINER (Owned by: Joni Osborn)
Open Miniature Barrel Racing

MV BENS DIXIE DELL (Owned by: Debra Walkinshaw)
Long Ear Youth Mule Western (Exhibited by: Tessa Walkinshaw)

MY TIME TO WIN (Owned & Exhibited by: Frankie Hart)
Amateur Bareback English Equitation

NO MORE DOUBTS (Owned by: Shelly Phalen)
Solid Ideal Pinto Western

NORSKS COLOSSAL (Owned & Exhibited by: Victoria Murray)
Youth Ideal Pinto English Saddle Type

OBVIOUSLY A GRAN LEO (Owned by: Janell Hamilton-Pledger)
Youth Ranch Riding (Exhibited by: Alexandra Pledger)

OLIVIAS DANGEROUS TINY DANCER (Owned by: Donna Freeman)
Open Miniature Flag Race

PAINTED PINES SONNYD (Owned & Exhibited by: Abby Hanson)
Open Jumping In Hand Miniature
Open Tobiano Color Miniature

PEACHES O HULA HAN (Owned & Exhibited by: Melissa Schnell)
Amateur Miniature Barrel Racing
Amateur Miniature Stake Race

PRESTONS CREEK JOY (Owned by: Prestons Creek Ranch)
Long Ear Open Mule Halter
Long Ear Open Mule English

PUZZLED (Owned & Exhibited by: Kyliee Ryan)
Youth English Pleasure Saddle Type

RH XTREME IMAGE (Owned by: Hallie Jo Berg)
Open Show Hack Horse
Open Three Gaited & Park Horse Pleasure Type Horse

RIOS HOT BELLE (Owned by: Julie & Dave Evenson)
Youth Novice Western Horsemanship (Exhibited by: Tyson Anderson)

ROCKIN MY LAZY (Owned by: Jeanette Svenneskog)
Solid Trail Horse
ROSES AND CHOCOLATE (Owned & Exhibited by: Katie Lingafelter)
Youth Hunter Hack
Youth Hunter Over Fences

ROYAL EMPORER KUZCO (Owned by: Chaun Merkens)
Open Jumping In Hand Pony

S BAR PS MR DEBONAIRE (Owned & Exhibited by: Emma Hanson)
Youth Trail In Hand
Youth Pleasure Driving
Youth Ideal Pinto Driving
Youth Halter B-Miniature
Youth Disciplined Rail Driving
Youth Hunter Over Fences In Hand
Youth Reinsmanship—Driving Equitation
Youth English Showmanship Combined Miniature & B-Miniature
Youth Western Showmanship Combined Miniature & B-Miniature
Open Hunter Over Fences In Hand B-Miniature
Open Ideal Pinto Driving B-Miniature
Open Jumping In Hand B-Miniature
Open Obstacle Driving B-Miniature
Open Pleasure Driving B-Miniature
Open Tobiano Color B-Miniature

SACRED SIMON (Owned by: Dona Kennedy)
Open Halter Hunter Type Gelding Horse

SCENIC BISCUIT (Owned by: Lori Moeller)
Open Obstacle Driving Horse

SCENT TO BE FANCY (Owned & Exhibited by: Julie Knapp)
Youth Halter Gelding Horse
Youth English Pleasure Hunter Type
Youth Ideal Pinto English Hunter Type
Youth Ideal Pinto Western Hunter Type
Junior Youth Western Pleasure Horse
Junior Youth English Showmanship Horse
Junior Youth Western Horsemanship Horse
Junior Youth Western Showmanship Horse

SENSATIONAL INVITE (Owned by: Linda Tucker)
Amateur Walk/Trot (Exhibited by: Linda Tucker)
Amateur Ranch Riding (Exhibited by: Christine Woodford)

SENSATIONAL SHOW ME (Owned & Exhibited by: Jessica Allen)
Amateur Novice Trail- Eng/West
Amateur Novice English Equitation
Amateur Novice Western Horsemanship

SERENITY LAZY LOPER (Owned by: Dona Scharping)
Amateur Trail In Hand Stock/Hunter Type Gelding Horse
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SHELL SHINE TONITE (Owned by: Dana Thomas)
Solid Ranch Riding Horse

SHEZ SOMETHIN SPECIAL (Owned by: Sarah Plessing)
Solid Disciplined Rail Western Horse
Solid Western Pleasure Horse

SHOW ME WILD FANTASY (Owned by: Diana Van Dyke)
Open Overo Color Miniature

SHYANNES SASSY SHOT OF BOURBON (Owned & Exhibited by: Ruth Deters)
Amateur Barrel Racing
Amateur Halter Pleasure/Saddle Type Mare Horse
Open Halter Pleasure Type Mare Horse

SHYOFKA KLASIC MANTIS (Owned by: Ruth Deters)
Youth Novice Showmanship- Eng/West (Exhibited by: Anna Van Ittersum)
Youth English Equitation Pleasure Type (Exhibited by: Anna Van Ittersum)
Youth English Pleasure Pleasure Type (Exhibited by: Anna Van Ittersum)
Youth Ideal Pinto English Pleasure Type (Exhibited by: Anna Van Ittersum)
Youth Ideal Pinto Western Pleasure Type (Exhibited by: Anna Van Ittersum)
Open English Pleasure Pleasure Type Horse
Open Western Pleasure Pleasure Type Horse

SINFULLY GIFTED (Owned by: Jean Garcia)
Solid English Pleasure Horse
Solid Hunter Under Saddle Horse
Solid Halter Stock Type Mare Horse
Solid Amateur Halter (Exhibited by: Shelby Hedlund)

SINGIN SADDIE SUE (Owned & Exhibited by: Kelly Mancinelli)
Amateur Dressage

SIR LUKAS REMINGTON (Owned by: Elaine Simon)
Open Halter Saddle Type Gelding Horse

SIR ROLLAND OF ARENDELLE (Owned by: Dianna Moser)
Solid Trail In Hand Combined Miniature & B-Miniature
Solid Halter Combined Miniature & B-Miniature

SKIP GYPSY (Owned by: Karen Clark)
Open Halter Hunter Type Mare Pony
Open Trail In Hand Pony

SLEEPIN WITH MY BOOTS ON (Owned by: Round Meadow Ranch Equine, LLC)
Youth Western Riding (Exhibited by: Lillian Woodruff)

SMOOTHIES HOT ROLEX (Owned by: Virginia Foley)
Youth Tobiano Color (Exhibited by: Milana Foley)
SO GORGEOUS N LAZY (Owned by: Jana White)
Solid Trail In Hand Horse

SONNYS BOSS MAN (Owned by: Peggy Knight)
Long Ear Open Mule Western

SOUNDVIEWS SPECIAL EDITION (Owned by: Susan Haden)
Open Jumping In Hand Pony
Open Halter Pleasure Type Gelding Pony

SOUNDVIEWS SUMMER CINN SATION (Owned by: Jean Garcia)
Open Ideal Pinto Driving Pony
Open Halter Saddle Type Stallion Pony

SPITFIRES BACK IN A FLASH (Owned by: Kaleigh Berg)
Youth Show Hack (Exhibited by: Hallie Jo Berg)
Youth Ideal Pinto Western Saddle Type (Exhibited by: Hallie Jo Berg)
Amateur English Pleasure Saddle Type (Exhibited by: Alex Hultgren)

SPASH MOUNTAIN (Owned by: Marilyn Tinkis)
Open English Pleasure Saddle Type Horse

SS PAINTED PERFECTION (Owned & Exhibited by: Andrea Clark)
Open Halter Pleasure Type Gelding Horse
Amateur Halter Pleasure/Saddle Type Gelding Horse

SS SKIP TWO MY BLUE (Owned & Exhibited by: Sara Scott)
Youth Trail Pony
Youth English Showmanship Pony
Youth Western Horsemanship Pony
Youth Western Showmanship Pony

STARLORD (Owned by: Elizabeth Rice)
Open Halter Saddle Type Gelding Pony

STILL HUSTLING (Owned & Exhibited by: Gavin Pope)
Amateur Yearling Longe Line
Open Yearling Longe Line Horse

STREAKIN YELLOWJACKET (Owned by: Jeff Damphouse)
Solid Flag Race Horse
Solid Stake Race Horse

SUDDENLY R RATED (Owned by: Janice Foster)
Youth Bareback English Equitation (Exhibited by: Emily Sprague)
Senior Youth Trail Horse (Exhibited by: Emily Sprague)
Open Halter Stock Type Gelding Horse

SUPER CHIP MY RIDE (Owned by: C Lynn Harrison)
Solid Ideal Pinto English
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SURELY CASHIN CHEX (Owned by: Linda Williams)
Solid Reining Horse

THE CUTE FACTOR ( Owned by: Michaela Long)
Open Tobiano Color Pony

THE SECRET CODE (Owned by: Janice Foster)
Open Trail Horse
Open Disciplined Rail Western Horse
Open Ideal Pinto English Stock Type Horse
Open Ideal Pinto Western Stock Type Horse
Open Western Pleasure Stock Type Horse

THE ULTIMATE TREND (Owned by: Chad Filek)
Youth Bareback Western Horsemanship (Exhibited by: Stephanie Filek)
Youth Western Dressage (Exhibited by: Stephanie Filek)

TIVIOS CHECK YES OR NO (Owned by: Rachel Wigren)
Solid Halter Pleasure Type Gelding Horse

TK OLLIES AFTER SHOCK (Owned & Exhibited by: Penny Kleinschmidt)
Amateur Halter Stock/Hunter Type Stallion Horse

TWICE SPOTTED (Owned by: Yvonne Lyons)
Open Flag Race Horse
Open Keyhole Race Horse
Youth Keyhole Race (Exhibited by: Melanie Lyons)

VALENTINOS SIZZLING GEM (Owned by: Laura Fowler)
Open Roadster Miniature
Open Halter Gelding Miniature

VESTED SENSATION (Owned & Exhibited by: Traci Bousman)
Amateur Disciplined Rail Western
Amateur Western Pleasure Stock Type
Senior Amateur English Equitation Horse
Senior Amateur English Showmanship Horse

VOW TO BE INVESTED (Owned by: Maurice Wilkinson)
Solid Yearling Longe Line Horse

WATCH ME REPEAT (Owned & Exhibited by: Kaylee Altman)
Amateur Overo Color
Amateur Hunter Under Saddle
Amateur Disciplined Rail English
Amateur English Pleasure Stock Type
Senior Amateur Western Horsemanship Horse
Senior Amateur Western Showmanship Horse
Amateur Ideal Pinto English Stock/Hunter Type
Amateur Ideal Pinto Western Stock/Hunter Type
Amateur Halter Stock/Hunter Type Gelding Horse
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WHOS LAZY NOW (Owned & Exhibited by: Kristen Kahler)
Solid Youth Western

WILLIONAIRE (Owned & Exhibited by: Abbey Horine)
Youth Novice English Pleasure

WINSALOTS PLATINUM PRINCESS (Owned by: Joni Osborn)
Open Roadster B-Miniature
Open Halter Mare B-Miniature

WOLF COUNTRY THUNDER EAGLE (Owned & Exhibited by: Dianna Moser)
Amateur Jumping In Hand

ZIPPING ON FANCY TIME (Owned by: Sherrie Grammer)
Open Trail In Hand Horse

ZIPS SACRED ASSET (Owned & Exhibited by: Debbie Slocombe)
Open Tobiano Color Horse
Open Western Dressage Horse
Open Hunter Under Saddle Horse
Open Disciplined Rail English Horse
Open Halter Hunter Type Mare Horse
Open English Pleasure Hunter Type Horse
Open Ideal Pinto English Hunter Type Horse
Open Ideal Pinto Western Hunter Type Horse
Open Western Pleasure Hunter Type Horse
Amateur English Pleasure Hunter Type
Amateur Western Pleasure Hunter Type
Elite Amateur English Equitation Horse
Elite Amateur English Showmanship Horse
Elite Amateur Western Horsemanship Horse
Elite Amateur Western Showmanship Horse

ZZR HEZ RICH N FAMOUS (Owned by: Cheryl Zoltz)
Open Ideal Pinto Driving Horse
Open Pleasure Driving Horse